
Chapter 6

Iterative Solvers for EMI Models

Miroslav Kuchta1 and Kent-André Mardal1,2

Abstract This chapter deals with iterative solution algorithms for the four EMI
formulations derived in (17, Chapter 5). Order optimal monolithic solvers robust with
respect to material parameters, the number of degrees of freedom of discretization
as well as the time-stepping parameter are presented and compared in terms of
computational cost. Domain decomposition solver for the single-dimensional primal
formulation is discussed.

6.1 Introduction

Spatial discretization of EMI models describing a few cells with a complex/realistic
geometry or a large collection of cells leads to linear systems with considerable num-
ber of unknowns. In our largest simulations, we may have linear systems involving
billions of unknowns at millions of time steps. It is the purpose of this chapter to
discuss how such systems can be solved efficiently with available algorithms.

Let us denote the system size as N and let h be a typical grid/mesh size. The complex-
ity of a solution algorithm can then be analyzed in terms of how the computational
time grows with N . For instance, a naive Gaussian elimination would perhaps scale
as O(N3) and for linear system involving billions of unknowns such an approach
is therefore not feasible during a life-time. Here, we shall aim for algorithms that
are order optimal, i.e. their solution time scales linearly, O(N), with respect to the
number of unknowns. Clearly, O(N) is order optimal in the sense that this is also the
complexity of writing the results to file. In general, direct solvers, like for instance
LU, do not scale linearly in N . Here, we will use Krylov solvers like the Conjugate
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Gradient (CG) or the Minimal Residual (MinRes) methods. Both methods are known
to provide efficient computations when combined with proper preconditioning tech-
niques. Preconditioners based on multigrid and/or domain decomposition methods
have been shown to be order-optimal for a variety of problems, but the theory for
the EMI problem is currently limited. Efficient solvers for the EMI-problem are
discussed in the following.

We say that a solver for the transient EMI model (1.30) is order optimal if the solution
time grows linearly in Δt−1, where Δt is the time step. Considering the stationary
problem (5.1), which is to be solved at every step of the temporal loop, it is clear that
order optimality of the transient solver requires that the solver of the linear system
does not degenerate for small (or large) Δt, i.e. that it is robust with respect to the
time stepping.

In this chapter we discuss solution algorithms for the linear systems due to the finite
element discretization of (5.1) which are robust in h and well as Δt. Two types
of approaches will be considered. Monolithic approaches, where all the unknowns
are solved for at once, are the subject of Section 6.2. Section 6.3 then concerns a
domain decomposition approach where one iterates between the intra/extra-cellular
subproblems. The solvers will be compared in terms of robustness and cost, however,
only serial performance will be addressed. We remark that parallel scalable solvers
suitable for the mixed formulations of the EMI models (5.12) (5.14) are the balancing
domain decomposition methods, see e.g. (24; 25). For the elliptic single-dimensional
primal formulation (5.6), the FETI domain decomposition methods, e.g. (13; 18)
could be used. Moreover, to simplify the exposition the focus shall be on a single cell
model. We remark that all the algorithms presented further can be generalized in a
rather straightforward manner to models with multiple disconnected cells. However,
construction of robust monolithic solvers for multi-dimensional formulations for
collections of connected cells is out of the scope of this manuscript.

6.2 Monolithic Solvers

Let Ahxh = Lh be a linear system due to discretization of the continuous problem
Ax = L in W ′, where W ′ is a dual space to some Hilbert space W and A : W → W ′.
Note that in case of (5.1) the continuous operator A depends on material parameters
σi , σe, Cm as well as the time step size Δt. Here the focus is placed on the latter
dependence.

The monolithic solvers considered here are preconditioned Krylov methods where
the preconditioner B : W ′ → W shall be constructed such that the number of
iterations required for solving problems BhAhxh = BhLh is bounded in h and Δt. A
constructive framework for establishingB is operator preconditioning (19), where the
structure of the preconditioner reflects mapping properties of A as an isomorphism
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between suitably chosen Hilbert space and its dual space. In particular, if A : W →

W ′ is an isomorphism then a Riesz map with respect to the inner product of W is a
suitable preconditioner. As explained in (19), multilevel or domain decomposition
algorithms are equivalent to Riesz maps for standard elliptic problems. Furthermore,
these schemes also work in a fractional setting (1); a property which will be exploited
in this chapter. We shall illustrate the framework briefly below using the single-
dimensional formulations (5.6), (5.12) as an example.

In the following we follow the notation of Chapter 5. In particular, ‖·‖0,Ω denotes the
L2 norm of a scalar or vector field over Ω, while ‖·‖1,Ω, ‖·‖div,Ω are the H1(Ω) and
H(div,Ω) norms respectively. For a Hilbert space W other than L2, H1, H(div) the
norm is denoted as ‖·‖W while (·, ·)W denotes the inner product on W . Moreover, we
let (·, ·)Ω be the L2 inner product. If the domain is clear the subscript will be omitted.
By (·, ·) we shall also denote a duality pairing between a Hilbert space and its dual.
The dual of an operator A with respect to the L2 inner product is then denoted as A′.
Finally, let us introduce scaled, sum and intersection spaces, which will be required
for well-posedness of some of the formulations. If W,Q are Hilbert spaces and a an
arbitrary positive real number, the scaled space aW , the sum space W + Q and the
intersection space W ∩ Q are Hilbert spaces with norms ‖x‖aW = a‖ · ‖W ,

‖x‖W+Q = inf
w+q=x

w∈W ,q∈Q

√
‖w‖2

W + ‖q‖2
Q

and ‖x‖W∩Q =

√
‖x‖2

W + ‖x‖2
Q
.

6.2.1 Single-Dimensional Primal Solvers

In order to simplify the analysis let σi , σe and Cm be positive constants and let
us consider a slightly modified (cf. the underlined term) single-dimensional primal
formulation (5.6): Find ui ∈ Vi = H1(Ωi), ue ∈ Ve = H1

ΓDe
(Ωe) such that for all

ve ∈ Ve, vi ∈ Vi

(σe∇ue,∇ve) +
Cm

Δt (Teue,Teve) −
Cm

Δt (Tiui,Teve) =
Cm

Δt ( f , ve),

−Cm

Δt (Teue,Tivi) + (σi∇ui,∇vi) + (ui, vi) +
Cm

Δt (Tiui,Tivi) = −Cm

Δt ( f , vi).
(6.1)

Here, Te, Ti are the trace operators Tiui = ui |Γ and Teue = ue |Γ. Letting W = Ve ×Vi ,
u = (ue,ui) the problem (6.1) can be stated as Au = L in W ′ with the operator A
and functional L defined as

A =

(
−∇·(σe∇) +

Cm

Δt T ′
eTe −Cm

Δt T ′
eTi

−Cm

Δt T ′
i Te −∇·(σi∇) + I + Cm

Δt T ′
i Ti

)
and L(v) = Cm

Δt

(
( f , ve)
−( f , vi)

)
.

(6.2)
Note that the underlined lower order term in (6.1) corresponds to I in A.
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To precondition (6.1) using the operator preconditioning framework we proceed
to show that A : W → W ′ is an isomorphism. This statement follows from the
Lax-Milgram theorem, see e.g. (6, Ch 2.7). Let ‖·‖W be some norm of the space
W (we shall see shortly that different norms can be considered leading to different
preconditioners). Hence coercivity of A, i.e.

There exists α∗ > 0 such that α∗‖u‖2
W ≤ (Au,u), ∀u ∈ W (6.3)

and boundedness of A, i.e.

There exists α∗ > 0 such that (Au, v) ≤ α∗‖u‖W ‖v‖W , ∀u, v ∈ W (6.4)

need to be shown. While the details of the proof are beyond the scope of the current
text, we remark that using the space W = H1

ΓDe
(Ωe)×H1(Ωi), we obtained the bound

(Au,u) ≤ max
(
σe + 2Ce

Cm

Δt , σi,1,2Ci
Cm

Δt

)
‖u‖2

W (6.5)

by trace, Cauchy-Schwarz, and Young inequalities. Hence, the operator A is
bounded. Note, however, that the constant α∗ depends on Δt and, in particular,
it blows up for small time steps. Then, the lower bound is

(Au,u) = σe‖∇ue‖2
0 + σi ‖∇ui ‖2

0 + ‖ui ‖2
0 +

Cm

Δt ‖Teue − Tiui ‖2
0

= min (1, σi, σe) ‖u‖2
W

(6.6)

and the coercivity thus holds with constant α∗ = min (1, σi, σe) which is indepen-
dent of the time step. The condition number of the preconditioned system, using a
preconditioner deduced from W , is then α∗

α∗
and from this theoretical consideration

we may then expect the number of iterations to grow linearly as Δt decreases.

The exact preconditioner based on W is block diagonal opearator

B =

(
−∇·(σi∇) 0

0 −∇·(σe∇) +I

)−1
. (6.7)

Observe that the preconditioner is efficient in the sense that its evaluation mounts to
solving two smaller subproblems posed on Ωi and Ωe respectively. However, from
our analysis we expect the performance of B to deteriorate for small time steps.
Indeed, this behavior is confirmed by results1 in Table 6.1. Therein it can be seen

1 All the experiments in this chapter are conducted using the manufactured problem (5.17)
considered in the convergence study in Chapter 5. In particular, we use uniform meshes obtained
by dividing the unit square (Ωe ∪ Ωi ) first into n2

h
squares each of which is then subdivided to 2

isosceles triangles with diameter h. The finite element discretization is as described in Chapter 5.
We set σi = 1, σe = 2.2 and Cm = 1.

The discrete linear systems Ahxh = Lh are solved iteratively using the CG or MinRes methods.
Implementation of the methods is provided by (2). The solvers are always started from a random
initial vector. As a convergence criterion the relative preconditioned residual norm is required to
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that the iterations stabilize with h for Δt > 10−4 while for smaller time steps finer
meshes are needed to attain the bounds.

In an attempt to find a more robust preconditioner let us observe that estimates
(6.5), (6.6) show that u �→ (Au,u)1/2 defines a different norm on W . Let now
‖u‖W = (Au,u)1/2. Then (Au,u) = ‖u‖2

W and (Au, v) ≤ (Au,u)1/2(Av, v)1/2 so
that the conditions (6.3) and (6.4) hold with α∗ = 1, α∗ = 1. In another words,
a Riesz map preconditioner with respect to the inner product (u, v)W = (Au, v) is
independent of Δt. As the Riesz map in this case is in fact A−1 its exact evaluation
(by LU) is not feasible. However, for the purpose of preconditioning, it suffices to
replace the mapping by a spectrally equivalent operator. Then, provided that the
equivalence is robust in Δt the approximate operator will lead to iterations bounded
in time step and the discretization parameter. We remark that since the preconditioner
takes the entire A into account, including the off-diagonal terms cf. block diagonal
operator (6.7), we shall refer to it as monolithic.

Δt
nh Diagonal (6.7) Monolithic BoomerAMG(A)

23 24 25 26 27 28 23 24 25 26 27 28

108 8 5 5 5 5 5 8 8 8 8 8 9
106 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 9
104 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 9
102 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 8 8 8 8 9
1 11 11 11 11 10 10 8 8 8 9 9 9

10−2 26 30 33 32 33 32 8 8 9 9 10 10
10−4 39 70 90 114 139 155 28 26 19 14 11 10
10−6 42 79 134 181 234 300 56 81 101 104 87 62
10−8 42 78 130 179 244 327 81 140 226 320 359 378

Table 6.1: Primal single-dimensional formulation. Number of CG iterations using
(left) the diagonal operator (6.7) and (right) the Riesz map with respect to the A

induced norm. Neither preconditioner is robust for Δt � 1.

Since (5.6) leads to symmetric positive-definite matrices, cf. the coercivity condi-
tion (6.3), we shall here use algebraic multigrid to construct the approximation of
A−1. More precisely, the action of the operator is realized by single V-cycle of
BoomerAMG (23). In Table 6.1 it can be seen that this choice leads to h bounded
CG iterations for Δt > 10−8. However, there is a clear sensitivity of the bound to
Δt. Thus BoomerAMG approximations of A−1 are not Δt- robust. In fact, estimates
of the condition number for the preconditioned problems with nh = 28 are 1.2, 1.5,
2.0, 9.2 and 53 for Δt = 1,10−2,10−4,10−6 and 10−8 respectively.

be less than 10−12 in magnitude. Unless specified otherwise the preconditioners Bh are evaluated
exactly by LU. Finally, condition number estimates of the preconditioned linear systems are obtained
by using iterative Krylov-Schur solver from (10) applied to the generalized eigenvalue problem
Ahxh = λhB

−1
h
xh . The reported condition number is then max |λh |/min |λh |.

The source code used for the experiments can be found on https://github.com/MiroK/
emi-book-solvers and is arxived at (15).

https://github.com/MiroK/emi-book-solvers
https://github.com/MiroK/emi-book-solvers
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6.2.2 Single-Dimensional Mixed Solvers

We next consider preconditioners for the single-dimensional mixed formulation
(5.12): Find E ∈ S, u ∈ Q such that

(σ−1J,τ) + Δt
Cm

(TnJ,Tnτ) − (u,∇· τ) = −( f ,Tnτ), ∀τ ∈ S,

(q,∇· J) = 0, ∀q ∈ Q,

where S = HΓNe (div,Ω), Q = L2(Ω) and Tn is the normal trace operator Tnτ = τ ·ni .
Letting W = S×Q, x = (J,u) the single-dimensional mixed formulation is equivalent
to the problem Ax = L in W ′ with

A =

(
σ−1I + Δt

Cm
T ′
nTn −∇

∇· 0

)
and L(x) = −( f ,TnJ). (6.8)

Note that in (6.8) the membrane term (TnJ,Tnτ) is weighted by Δt/Cm, cf. (6.2).
Thus, unlike in the single-dimensional primal formulation, the term does not domi-
nate for small time steps.

In order to apply the operator preconditioning framework to (6.8) the operator A
needs to be shown to be an isomorphism. To this end we consider A as an abstract
operator over W = S × Q with the form

A =

(
A B′

B 0

)
where

A :S → V ′,

B :S → Q′,
(6.9)

and apply the Brezzi theory (7). This leads us to the potential preconditioners for the
multi-dimensional mixed problem

B1 =

(
σ−1I − ∇∇· 0

0 I

)−1
and B2 =

(
σ−1I − ∇∇·+ ΔtCm

T ′
nTn 0

0 I

)−1

, (6.10)

which are the Riesz mappings with respect to the inner products of the spaces

W1 = S × Q and W2 = S ∩

√
Δt
Cm

N × Q, (6.11)

where N =
{
v ∈ S; ‖v · n‖0,Γ < ∞

}
. Note that in W2 we enforce additional regularity

on the normal trace since Tn maps S to H−1/2(Γ), e.g. (9, Ch. 2). Moreover the traces
are considered in a weighted space.

A consequence of the mapping properties of the normal trace operator is the fact that
the term (TnJ,Tnτ) cannot be bounded using the H(div) norm and in turn the Brezzi
conditions are not satisfied on W1. We remark that if such a bound were possible the
boundedness constant would depend on Δt, cf. (6.5). As the Brezzi conditions do not
hold on W1 we expect preconditioner B1 to perform poorly. Indeed, Table 6.2 shows
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that the condition numbers of B1,hAh are not bounded in h. The condition numbers
for fixed h can be seen to grow with the time step. In Table 6.3 the ill-posedness of
the problem in W1 manifests as unstable iterations or failure of MinRes to converge.
We note that for small Δt the iterations appear bounded in h.

Δt
nh B1 B2

22 23 24 25 26 27 22 23 24 25 26 27

102 4223 7540 14766 29437 4785 9569 13.52 13.52 13.52 13.52 13.52 13.52
101 75.0 132 259 515 1028 2057 2.28 2.28 2.28 2.28 2.28 2.28
1 8.86 15 27 52 104 207 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20

10−1 2.27 2.85 4.11 6.66 12 22 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20
10−2 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.59 3.60 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20

Table 6.2: Conditioning of single-dimensional mixed formulation. (Left) Posing the
problem in H(div) × L2 violates Brezzi conditions. (Right) Preconditioner based
on W2 in (6.11) is inf-sup stable with the inf-sup constant depending on Δt for
Δt/Cm > 1.

Posing (6.8) in W2 it can be shown that the Brezzi conditions hold with the constants
independent of the time step.

We shall not prove the validity of the Brezzi theory here. Instead, Table 6.2 offers nu-
merical evidence that the discrete condition is satisfied. Therein condition numbers of
the B2 preconditioned problems are reported and boundedness in h can be observed.
Moreover, it can be seen that the inf-sup constant depends on Δt, in particular, the
bound goes to 0 as Δt grows. However, on the subspace

{
(J,u) ∈ W2; (u,1)0,Ωi = 0

}
the inf-sup condition holds independent of Δt. The single run-away mode appears to
have no effect on the MinRes iterations, cf. Table 6.3, see also (20).

Δt
nh B1 B2

23 24 25 26 27 28 23 24 25 26 27 28

108 – – – – – – 10 10 10 10 10 10
106 – – – – – – 15 12 12 12 12 12
104 – – – – – – 15 15 15 16 16 16
102 156 – – – – – 15 15 15 15 16 16
101 26 36 57 86 129 209 14 14 14 14 14 14
1 35 50 72 107 155 234 16 16 16 16 16 16

10−1 16 19 23 32 44 60 16 17 17 18 18 18
10−2 18 19 21 27 34 45 19 19 19 19 20 20
10−4 19 19 20 20 20 20 19 19 20 20 20 21
10−6 19 19 20 20 21 21 19 19 20 20 21 21
10−8 19 19 20 20 21 21 19 19 20 20 21 21

Table 6.3: MinRes iterations with preconditioned single-dimensional mixed formula-
tion using preconditioners (6.10). Failure to converge within 500 iterations is denoted
by –. Convergence of B2 seems unaffected by the single Δt unbounded inf-sup mode.

Considering order optimality of the B2 based solver we recall that the iterations in
Table 6.3 were run with the exact preconditioner. In particular, the S ∩ N Riesz map
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was computed by LU. In practical computations such realization is not feasible and
scalable approximation is needed. For standard H(div) inner product, i.e. the one
used in B1, the Riesz map can be efficiently realized by multigrid algorithms (14).
However, in the authors’ experience this approach does not work equally well with
the S ∩ N inner product.

We have seen in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 that construction of order optimal monolithic
solvers for the single-dimensional EMI formulations presents a challenge. In primal
formulationΔt robustness of the monolithic approach was problematic. For the mixed
formulation, order optimality required a specialized solver for the Riesz mapping
over the subspace of H(div). These two problems are addressed by solvers for multi-
dimensional formulations.

6.2.3 Multi-Dimensional Solvers

In this section we consider the construction of preconditioners for the operators

Ap =
���
−∇·(σe∇) 0 −T ′

e

0 −∇·(σi∇) T ′
i

−Te Ti − ΔtCm
I

��� and Am =
���
σ−1I −∇ T ′

n

∇· 0 0
Tn 0 −Cm

Δt I

��� , (6.12)

which induce respectively the multi-dimensional primal weak formulation (5.8) and
the multi-dimensional mixed weak formulation (5.14). In order to discuss well-
posedness let

Wp = H1
ΓDe

(Ωe) × H1(Ωi) × H−1/2(Γ) ∩
√
Δt
Cm

L2(Γ) (6.13)

and
Wm = HΓNe (div,Ω) × L2(Ω) × H1/2(Γ) ∩

√
Cm

Δt L2(Γ). (6.14)

We remark that the fractional space H−1/2, in which the membrane current density
Im in (5.6) is sought, and H1/2, which is the space of the transmembrane potential v
in (5.14), are dictated by the mapping properties of the trace operators Te, Ti and Tn.
For example, as Ti : H1(Ωi) → H1/2(Γ), Im ∈ (H1/2)′ so that the term (Tiui, Im) is
bounded. Note also that only the spaces involving Γ are now Δt-dependent, cf. e.g.
W2 in (6.11).

Due to the Δt-weighted (penalty) terms in Ap and Am the operators cannot be
established as isomorphisms on Wp and Wm by straightforward application of the
Brezzi theory. Instead, Ap for Δt/Cm ≤ 1 and Am for Δt/Cm ≥ 1 can be analyzed
using the framework for saddle point systems with penalty, see (4, Ch. 3.4). A crucial
assumption then is that the system without the penalty term satisfies the Brezzi
conditions. While here the well-posedness shall be demonstrated only by numerical
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experiments, let us point out an important difference between the operators. To this
end let c > 0 be a constant and consider a piecewise constant potential u such that
ui = c, ue = 0 and set J = 0. Then for any τ ∈ H(div) by divergence theorem

(∇· τ,u)Ω + (Tnτ, v) = (∇· τ,u)Ωi + (Tnτ, v) = c(Tnτ,1) + (Tnτ, v)

and in turn, if v = −c we have that

���
σ−1I −∇ T ′

n

∇· 0 0
Tn 0 0

��� ���
J
u,
v

��� = ���
c(Tnτ,1) + (Tnτ, v)

0
0

��� = ���
0
0
0

��� .
Thus the operator Am without the penalty term is singular with a one dimensional
kernel spanned by vector (0,u,−c) and the Brezzi conditions do not hold. We shall
see implications of this property on the convergence of the iterative solvers shortly.
We remark that Ap without the penalty term is non-singular.

Assuming that Ap : Wp → W ′
p is an isomorphism we consider as a preconditioner

for the single-dimensional primal formulation the operator

Bp =
���
−∇·(σe∇) 0 0

0 −∇·(σi∇) + I 0
0 0 (−Δ + I)−1/2 + Δt

Cm
I

���
−1

. (6.15)

Observe that the preconditioner consists of (approximate) solvers for three decoupled
subproblems posed onΩe,Ωi and Γ. Moreover, the problems on extra and intracellu-
lar domains are standard elliptic operators for which efficient (black-box) multigrid
techniques exist, e.g. (23). The problem on the interface is then less standard as it
concerns a fractional Helmholtz operator. However, efficient multilevel solvers have
been established e.g. in (5; 1). We remark that if the discrete spaces for Im (or v)
contain only a few thousands of degrees of freedom an eigenvalue realization of the
fractional preconditioner is feasible cf. (16). As the interfacial spaces here are small,
cf. Table (5.1), we use further the spectral approach.

Δt
nh 22 23 24 25 26 27

102 2752 2752 2752 2752 2752 2752
101 29.61 29.62 29.62 29.62 29.62 29.62
1 6.86 6.88 6.89 6.89 6.89 6.89

10−1 8.84 8.88 8.89 8.89 8.89 8.89
10−2 8.89 8.93 8.94 8.94 8.94 8.94

Δt
nh 24 25 26 27 28 29

108 10 10 10 10 10 10
106 10 10 10 10 10 10
104 15 15 15 15 15 15
102 18 18 18 17 17 17
1 27 27 27 26 26 26

10−2 43 47 46 44 44 43
10−4 49 60 62 60 57 56
10−6 51 60 62 61 59 59
10−8 49 60 62 61 59 59

Table 6.4: Fractional preconditioner (6.15) for multi-dimensional primal formulation.
(Left) Condition numbers are bounded in h. Growth in Δt for Δt > 1 is caused by a
single mode. (Right) MinRes iterations counts are bounded in h and time step.
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Using (6.15) Table 6.4 reports the condition numbers of the preconditioned problems
Bp,hAp,h . It can be seen that the results are bounded in h, thus providing a numerical
evidence for Ap being an isomorphism on Wp in (6.13). Moreover, it can be seen
that the conditioning of the problem deteriorates with Δt large. However, in this
case it is only a single mode ui = 0, ue = const, Im = 0 which causes the blowup.
Considering the MinRes iteration counts, the presence of this mode seems to have
almost no impact on boundedness in h or Δt.

We finally come back to the multi-dimensional mixed formulation. Based on the
space Wm in (6.14) let a preconditioner for the multi-dimensional mixed formulation
be

Bm =
���
σ−1I − ∇∇· 0 0

0 I 0
0 0 (−Δ + I)1/2 + Cm

Δt I

���
−1

. (6.16)

We remark that the preconditioner uses a standard H(div) inner product, cf. B2 in
(6.10), which can be efficiently realized by multigrid methods, e.g. (14). Note also
that the fractionality of the Laplacian is 1/2, cf.−1/2 of the multi-dimensional primal
preconditioner (6.15). In addition to the previously mentioned multilevel methods,
problems (−Δu + u)sx = b for 0 < s < 1 can be efficiently solved by a number of
approaches, see (3) and references therein.

Using (6.16) Table 6.5 reports the condition numbers of the preconditioned multi-
dimensional mixed formulation. The conditioning can be seen to be stable in h,
while in agreement with the limit singularity property, there is a growth with Δt.
Given that only a single mode is responsible for the lack of Δt-boundedness and
recalling results of Table 6.4 or 6.3 we might expect that also here the MinRes solver
will not be affected. However, Table 6.6 shows that this is not the case. In fact,
as Δt grows the iterations become unstable in h. Figure 6.1 then shows a typical
convergence behavior of the solver. We see that the relative preconditioned residual
norm is quickly reduced to about 10−9 in approximately 30 iterations (regardless of
the mesh resolution). Afterwards the convergence stalls. We conclude that for robust
preconditioning the nullspace of Am must be addressed.

Δt
nh BmAm B0

mA0
m

22 23 24 25 26 27 22 23 24 25 26 27

102 17566 17627 17733 17810 17857 17882 4.40 4.42 4.51 4.58 4.63 4.67
101 177 178 179 180 180 180 4.39 4.41 4.50 4.57 4.62 4.66
1 3.31 3.73 3.96 4.09 4.18 4.27 3.31 3.73 3.96 4.09 4.18 4.27

10−1 1.08 1.16 1.30 1.56 1.96 2.48 2.61 2.61 2.61 2.61 2.64 3.14
10−2 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62

Table 6.5: Conditioning of the multi-dimensional mixed formulation. (Left) Problem
considered on Wm in (6.14) yields operator Am with a singular limit as Δt →

∞. (Right) Formulation including an additional constraint on the transmembrane
potential

∫
Γ
v dS = 0 yields h and Δt robust condition numbers.
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Motivated by the observation that Am becomes singular in the limit Δt = ∞ with
a mode J = 0, ue = 0, ui = c, v = −c in the kernel, let W0

e = We × R and
let us define a new solution operator for the multi-dimensional mixed formulation
A0

m : W0
e → (W0

e )
′ and its preconditioner B0

m : (W0
e )

′ → W0
e as

A0
m =

�����
σ−1I −∇ T ′

n 0
∇· 0 0 0
Tn 0 −Cm

Δt I I
0 0 I 0

����� ,B
0
m =

�����
σ−1I − ∇∇· 0 0 0

0 I 0 0
0 0 (−Δ + I)1/2 + Cm

Δt I 0
0 0 0 μI

�����
−1

,

(6.17)
where μ = min (1,Cm/Δt). Note that A0

m includes an additional unknown, a sin-
gle scalar, which enforces (1, v)Γ = 0. The new constraint thus eliminates constant
transmembrane potential and in turn the new operator is non-singular2. Considering
results reported in Tables 6.5, 6.6 it can be seen that the new preconditioned formu-
lation leads to condition numbers and iteration counts, which are bounded in both
the mesh size and the time step. Note that the extra unknown has only a small impact
on the number of iterations compared to the Bm preconditioner.

Δt
nh BmAm B0

mA0
m

23 24 25 26 27 28 23 24 25 26 27 28

108 457 – 241 – – – 28 32 34 36 37 37
106 54 174 82 301 258 227 28 32 34 36 37 37
104 37 41 45 45 47 47 28 32 34 36 37 37
102 32 37 39 39 41 41 28 32 34 36 37 37
1 28 30 32 34 34 35 30 33 35 35 37 38

10−2 19 22 25 29 33 35 20 23 29 33 35 39
10−4 10 10 10 11 11 12 12 12 12 13 13 14
10−6 7 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10
10−8 7 7 7 7 7 7 9 9 9 9 9 9

Table 6.6: MinRes iterations for the multi-dimensional mixed formulation. No con-
vergence in 500 iterations is indicated by –. (Left) For large Δt the iterations are
unstable since operator Am becomes singular in the limit as Δt → ∞. (Right) Con-
straining transmembrane potential the operator A0

m does not have the limit singular
property.

2 A physical motivation for the constraint can be found in considering the EMI interface equation
Cm

∂v
∂t = Im + Iion on Γ. By integrating the left-hand side we obtain Cm

d
dt (1, v)Γ. Recall that

Im = σi∇ui · ni on Γ and −∇ · (σi∇ui ) = 0 in Ωi . Then, setting Iion = 0 and integrating the
right-hand side we have

(1, Im + Iion)Γ = (1, Im)Γ = (1, −∇ · (σi∇ui ))Ωi = 0.

Thus we obtain a conservation relation Cm
d
dt (1, v)Γ = 0.
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Fig. 6.1: (Left) Convergence of the MinRes method for (6.12)-based multi-
dimensional mixed formulation with Δt = 10−8 and problem from Table 6.6. For
all mesh resolutions the norm is reduced in cca. 30 iterations. Afterwards the re-
duction stalls. (Right) Convergence of the Robin/Neumann domain decomposition
algorithm. For small Δt the algorithm becomes sensitive to mesh size and can even
diverge.

6.3 Domain Decomposition Solvers

Having seen that monolithic solvers for the EMI equations can be sensitive to spatial
and temporal resolution we next briefly discuss robustness of the non-overlapping
domain decomposition (DD) approach. The focus here shall only be on the single-
dimensional primal formulation and the Robin/Neumann DD algorithm in the form
presented in (12, Chapter 4). In particular, our implementation shall not include any
coarse space, cf. (21), or a preconditioner, see e.g. (8) for interpretation of DD as
Steklov-Poincaré operators in fractional Sobolev spaces.

For the sake of self-containedness we review the variational formulation of the
Robin/Neumann algorithm. Let Ve = H1

ΓDe
(Ωe), Vi = H1(Ωi) and v0, u0

e be the
given initial transmembrane and extracellular potentials. A single iteration of the
DD algorithm then produces a new approximation v1 in three steps. (i) We find
ui ∈ Vi such that

(σi∇ui,∇vi) +
Cm

Δt (Tiui,Tivi) = −Cm

Δt ( f , vi) +
Cm

Δt (Teu0
e,Tivi), ∀vi ∈ Vi .

(ii) Using the computed intracellular potential the new extracellular potential ue ∈ Ve

is found such that

(σe∇ue,∇ve) = (−σi∇ui · ni,Teve), ∀ve ∈ Ve .

(iii) Finally v1 = Tiui−Teue. The iterations continue by assigning v0 = v1 and u0
e = ue

until convergence. which in the following is determined as ‖vk−vk−1‖0/‖v
k−1‖0 < ε ,

where ε = 10−5. We remark that the tolerance was chosen such that in the refinement
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studies, where convergence of DD was observed, the approximation error in the
H1 × H1 norm decreased with the expected order as O(h) (we recall that P1 − P1
elements were used).

To test robustness of the DD solver we consider the setup of the single cell experiment
used with the monolithic approaches in Section 6.2. Here the Robin problem (i) and
the Neumann problem (ii) shall be solved by LU to eliminate effects of inexact
subdomain solvers. We remark that due to the conforming triangulation, see Figure
5.1, and P1 discretization of both Vi and Ve the discrete transmembrane potential
is computed simply by interpolation. Figure 6.1 plots evolution of the potential
difference ‖vk

h
− vk−1

h
‖0/‖v

k−1
h

‖0 with DD iterations for several mesh resolutions and
time step values Δt ≤ 1. It can be seen that for Δt = 1 the algorithm converges
in about 5 iterations irrespective of the spatial discretization. For smaller timesteps
convergence is delayed on finer meshes and for Δt = 10−4 the iterations diverge.

Considering the results in Figure 6.1 we conclude that in the form presented here
domain decomposition is not a robust algorithm for the single-dimensional primal
formulation of the EMI equations. However, due to its simplicity (relative to e.g.
the multi-dimensional formulations) and speed (see Section 6.4), DD might be the
method of choice in practical cardiac modeling. It is therefore natural to ask whether
the divergence conditions are likely to arise in real applications. To address this
question we perform a scaling analysis based on the membrane dynamical condition
Cm

∂v
∂t ∼ σi∇ui · ni . Letting L be a characteristic length scale and ∇′ = L∇ the

equation becomes (LCm/σi)
∂v
∂t = ∇′ui · ni and the pre-factor T = LCm/σi can

be seen to have the unit of seconds. Following (22) let us insert Cm = 1μF/cm2,
σi = 10mS/cm, L = 100μm, where the length scale is determined by the size of
a typical cell used by the authors’. We remark that this a sensible choice given the
setup of our experiments. As a result T = 10−6s and thus Δt = 1 in the experiments
reported here corresponds to a time step of 10−6 seconds. Note that this is the finest
time step considered in (11). Furthermore, therein the spatial resolution is 2μm
while here with nh = 28 and L = 100μm the mesh size is approximately 0.4μm. In
summary, the conditions for divergence of the DD algorithm discussed here can be
encountered not far away from the parameter regime in (11).

6.4 Solver Comparison

To complete our discussion of EMI solvers we finally address the speed of the differ-
ent algorithms. Recall that until this point results for all solvers, but the monolithic
single-dimensional primal one, were obtained using LU in the construction. Such an
implementation, however, is not scalable. Here we show that the proposed algorithms
are order optimal if LU is replaced by suitable multilevel methods.
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Referring to the legend of Figure 6.2 we shall compare 8 different methods. Single-
dimensional primal formulation (sp) shall be solved either with the BoomerAMG(A)-
preconditioner (mono), or diagonal preconditioner (6.7). In the latter case all the
blocks of the diagonal preconditioner are approximated by single algebraic multigrid
V-cycle. The single-dimensional mixed (sm) formulations shall use the B1 precondi-
tioner (6.10) with the leading block approximated by H(div) multigrid HypreAMS
of (14). We recall that the solver in general is not independent of the discretization,
cf. Table 6.3, however, HypreAMS does not work well for the robust preconditioner
B2. Finally, the multi-dimensional primal (mp) and multi-dimensional mixed (mm)
formulations shall use (6.15) and (6.16) with the Ωi , Ωe and Ω subproblems of
the preconditioners approximated by multigrid (BoomerAMG in case of (6.15) and
HypreAMS for (6.16)). The fractional operators will be computed exactly. In ad-
dition, two implementations of Robin/Neumann domain decomposition algorithm
are considered with the subproblems solved either exactly by LU or by 4 V-cycles
of BoomerAMG. Finally, a reference solution time is provided by timings of exact
solution of the single-dimensional formulation (sp-LU).

We compare the algorithms using the single cell setup of the previous experiments
with Δt = 10−3 where this value was chosen with the intention to not favor any of
the methods. Using tolerance ε = 10−3 for DD and 10−12 for CG/MinRes, Figure
6.2 reports solution times3 of the algorithms for 23 ≤ nh ≤ 210. It can be seen that
with the exception of LU-based solvers all the methods are indeed order optimal.
The monolithic approach (sp-mono) and the multi-dimensional primal (mp) solver
are then the fastest solvers while solvers for the mixed formulations (sm-B1, mm)
are the slowest. For nh = 210 the solution times of the solvers were cca. 26s, 140s,
640s, 570s respectively. We remark that the mixed formulations have approximately
5 times more unknowns compared to the single-dimensional ones. Thus the cost
per degree of freedom is comparable between the two approaches. Considering the
scalable DD implementation (DD-AMG) the timing for nh = 210 is cca. 160s. The
method thus has a similar cost to multi-dimensional primal formulation.

3 The timings include setup times of the preconditioners for monolithic methods. For DD the
subproblems were assembled and their solvers constructed only once.
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Fig. 6.2: Solution times (including preconditioner setup) of the solvers for the EMI
system (5.1) in terms of number of unknowns N or mesh size h. Single cell model
with Δt = 10−3 is used. All but multi-dimensional primal solver with LU (sp-LU)
and LU-based domain decomposition solver (DD-LU) are order optimal. The former
scales as N3/2. Legend is shared between the figures.
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